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To Whom It May Concern: 

Cigna welcomes the opportunity to respond to the proposed changes in the risk adjustment model used to risk 

adjust payments made to MA plans ("CMS-HCC model"). We appreciate the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS or the agency) efforts to improve the MA and Part D programs for beneficiaries and ensure 

appropriate payment to plans that provide benefits and services to more than 21 million seniors and persons 

with disabilities. Our comments in this letter are limited to the proposals and policies set forth in Part I of the 
rate notice released on December 20, 2018; Part II of the notice will be addressed in a separate letter. 

We support a number of the proposed changes to the risk adjustment model, including CMS' proposed method 
for implementing a provision in the 21st  Century Cures Act requiring the risk adjustment model to account for 

the number of chronic conditions an enrollee has. We also support the inclusion of payment factors for 

dementia and pressure ulcers. However, we do not support CMS's proposal to increase the use of encounter 
data in determining risk scores and risk adjusted payments from the current 25 percent of risk score in 2019 to 
50 percent of the risk score in 2020. 

Cigna Corporation, together with its subsidiaries (either individually or collectively referred to as "Cigna"), is a 
global health services organization dedicated to helping people improve their health, well-being and sense of 
security. Our subsidiaries are major providers of medical, pharmacy, dental, disability, life and accident 

insurance, and related products and services. Worldwide, we offer peace of mind and a sense of security to our 
customers seeking protection for themselves and their families at critical points in their lives. Cigna completed 

its merger with Express Scripts in December 2018, bringing together approximately 74,000 employees around 

the world. The combined company's medical, clinical, pharmacy, behavioral and wellness insights empower us 
to deliver improved affordability, choice, predictability, and high-quality care through connected, personalized 
solutions that advance whole person health. 

Cigna serves approximately 4.2 million people through our MA, Medicare Prescription Drug Program and 

Medicare Supplemental products. Our focus on this market has allowed us to develop a unique approach to 

"Cigna" is a registered service mark, and, "the 'Tree of Life" logo is a service mark, of Cigna intellectual Property, Inc., licensed for 
use by Cigna Corporation and its operating subsidiaries. All products and services are provided exclusively by such operating 
subsidiaries and not by Cigna Corporation. Such operating subsidiaries include Connecticut General Life Insurance Company 
(CGLIC), Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company (CHLIC), and HMO or service company subsidiaries of Cigna Health 
Corporation and Cigna Dental Health, Inc. 
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health care coverage. We have a deep understanding of the needs and challenges facing both patients and 
physicians, and thus have developed an evolving collaborative model that provides greater access to high quality 
preventive care for our customers while offering physicians what they need to deliver that care. 

With that perspective in mind, we offer the following comments on the proposed rule: 

Risk Adjustment Model Changes 

The agency proposes a change to the MA risk adjustment model, as required by the 21' Century Cures Act. CMS 
proposes to add a new factor to the model to account for the total number of chronic conditions an enrollee has 
for which payment is made in the existing risk adjustment model. CMS refers to this new model as the Payment 
Condition Count model (PCC). CMS is also considering whether to add three new payrnent condition factors in 
the model: two representing dementia (with and without complications) and pressure ulcers of the skin. CMS 
refers to this model, which would also incorporate the new condition count factor, as the alternative PCC. 
Finally, CMS proposes to transition to the new model (either PCC or alternative PCC) over three years, beginning 
in 2020, and ending in 2022, when the new model would be fully phased in. 

Cigna supports the proposal to transition to the PCC model beginning in 2020. We also support the inclusion of 
the new condition factors for dementia and pressure ulcers, and would support the adoption of the alternative 
PCC. We appreciate CMS's continued efforts to improve the risk adjustment model and more accurately capture 
the expected costs of caring for enrollees with chronic conditions and diseases. 

While we support the adoption of the PCC (or alternative PCC), we are concerned that the data set used to 
identify chronic HCCs for inclusion in the condition count variables, the Health Care Utilization Project (HCUP) 
data, uses different criteria for categorizing conditions as chronic or acute than coding guidance from 
organizations such as the American Health Information Management Association, which may cause confusion 
and misunderstanding in the provider community about the appropriate way to code certain conditions, and 
lead to problems during risk adjustment data validation audits. Examples of conditions that are considered 
chronic for purposes of the risk adjustment model, but are to be treated as acute under coding guidelines, are 
cancer and heart attacks. 

We ask that CMS clarify that conditions which are considered chronic conditions for purposes of the PCC (or 
alternative PCC) should be coded as chronic conditions when submitted to MA organizations (MACIs) and CMS 
through the Risk Adjustment Processing System (RAPS) and Encounter Data Systern (EDS). 

Encounter Data 

CMS proposes to increase the use of EDS data for determining risk scores to 50 percent in 2020, up from 25 
percent in 2019. Cigna opposes the increased use of EDS data for payment in 2019. After more than two years of 
delay, CMS has still not correctly finalized payment for the 2016 payment year due to continued problems in 
processing EDS submissions. CMS had indicated that the December 2018 payment reflected the final risk 
adjusted payments for the 2016 payment year. However, after receiving updated MAO-004 reports and 
reviewing the December 2018 payrnent files, it was apparent that multiple EDS submissions that were made 
prior to the deadline of 8:00 pm EDT on September 14, 2018, were not counted as having met the submission 
deadline, and were not included in the final payment. CMS has acknowledged that these problems are not the 
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result of errors in plan submissions, but ongoing technical errors in the processing of submissions by CMS and its 

contractors.' For example, date stamps on records submitted by the deadline were not assigned correctly, 

leading to encounters that should have been included in the risk adjusted payment for 2016 not being counted. 

The ongoing problems demonstrate that CMS should not increase the use of encounter data for risk-adjusted 

payment in 2020. 

We also have concerns that CMS may be using the EDS transition to reduce MA payments without providing full 

information about the impact to stakeholders and others. Prior to 2018, CMS had maintained that risk scores 

calculated using RAPS and EDS would be equivalent. In the 2016 Final Notice, CMS stated that, "since the same 

diagnoses that are submitted into RAPS can be submitted into the encounter data system, we anticipate that the 

scores should be similar." In addition, CMS indicated that as, "the encounter data system does not change the 

definition of acceptable diagnoses or lirnit their submission, CMS anticipates that the risk scores calculated using 

encounter data will reflect the same coding trend as those calculated with RAPS-based diagnoses." 

However, the fiscal year 2019 President's Budget considers the transition to encounter data as a source of 

savings to the federal government. The budget proposal, labeled "Eliminate Excessive Payment in Medicare 

Advantage by Using Claims Data from Patient Encounters," estirnates that the proposed transition to encounter 

data will reduce MA spending by $11.1 billion over 10 years. Both the estimated negative payment impact of 

this policy, and its characterization by the Administration as eliminating 'excessive payment', conflict with prior 

CMS statements that risk scores calculated under RAPS should be similar to risk scores calculated under EDS. We 

strongly oppose the transition to encounter data as a means of reducing payments by purposefully calculating 

risk scores materially lower than those calculated under RAPS. 

CMS has released only very limited information about the difference in risk scores under RAPS and EDS across 

the industry. Cigna has several question about the information CMS has released: 

• In a fact sheet describing the Advance Notice and Draft Call Letter', CMS showed the impact of the 

proposed shift from 25 percent EDS for 2019 to 50 percent EDS for 2020 as -0,06 percent. What is this 

number based on and how was it calculated? Is it an incremental impact from 2019-2020? If so, should 

we assume the full impact of EDS transition is -0.24 percent (-0.06 )( 4)? 

• On January 18, 2019, CMS released a memo titled "2020 Advance Notice Risk Score Posting for 

HPMS_01-18-2019" describing the impact of model changes proposed in the Advance Notice. In that 

memo, CMS referred to an industry-wide impact of EDS as -0.58 percent, based on an analysis of Phase 

3, version 2 MAO-004s. Phase 3, Version 2 MAO-004s had several problems that resulted in inaccurate 

risk scores assigned to beneficiaries and inaccurate payment adjustments. Why did CMS not use Phase 

3, version 3 MAO-004s which is the current version used to determine payment for 2016, 2017, and 

2018? Also, why did CMS base its analysis on the PCC model when the actual payment for PY2017 is 

based on the 2017 HCC model for EDS? 

I  See CMS, "Risk Adjustment for RAPS and EDS User Group", January 17, 2019. 
2  https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/2020-medica  re-advantage-and-pa rt-d-advance-notice-part-ii-and-draft-call- 
letter. 
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• In the same memo, CMS says that it finds no difference in risk scores for PY2016. To value the impact of 

EDS on PY2016, why did CMS use the PCC model when the plans were paid using the 2014 model? 

• For the analysis of PY2016, CMS states that is used EDS data submissions through the final deadline of 
September 14, 2018, while for the analysis of PY2017, it only used EDS submissions through January 31, 

2018. If CMS could use data through September 14, 2018 for PY2016, why did it not use the same data 

for PY2017 as well, since both payment years have the same deadline? 

• What compliance reviews did CMS perform on submissions made before January of 2019? Is CMS 

including in their analysis of differences between RAPS and EDS health plan data that did not meet CMS 

guidelines for EDS submissions? Specifically, does the analysis reflect data from any health plans that 
submitted all PY2017 EDS submissions as unlinked supplemental data? 

• Can CMS separate out the impact of the multiple risk adjustment model changes that have occurred 

since 2014 from the EDS transition? Without such an analysis, it is impossible to understand the true 

impact of moving from RAPS to EDS data. 

Due to the ongoing issues related to converting EDS into accurate and complete risk adjusted payments, and the 
continued lack of data on the impact of moving from RAPS-based payment to EDS-based payments, CMS should 

not increase the use of EDS to determine risk scores. CMS should return to using only RAPS data until CMS can 
demonstrate the technical issues are resolved, and plans submitting encounter data can be assured their 

submissions are correctly processed and result in the correct risk codes being assigned according to the 
published filtering logic. At the very least, CMS should not increase the share of risk-adjusted payment based on 

EDS until that data has been shown to be correctly processed and accurately reflected in the risk scores and 
payments made to MAOs. 

Risk Adjustment Data Validation Audits 

We renew our request that CMS release data and information necessary for MAOs to respond to the proposals 
regarding risk adjustment data validation audits put forth in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published on 
November 1, 2018 (the "Proposed Rule").3  The agency's current policy requires the application of a Fee-for-

Service Adjuster ("FFS Adjuster), and the United States District Court for the District of Columbia has held that 

the failure to apply an adjuster violates the actuarial equivalence mandate.' Although CMS has proposed to alter 

its current adjuster policy, that proposal has not been finalized and cannot now be finalized before bids must be 
developed for next year. Significantly, on December 20, 2018, CMS agreed to provide stakeholders with data 

and other information regarding the FFS proposal. CMS also extended the period for comment by 120 days, 
through April 30, 2019, to allow stakeholders to review and comment on that data and other information.5  CMS 
recently clarified that it would be releasing certain data files on March 1, 2019. 

3  See 83 Fed. Reg. 54982 (Nov. 1, 2018), 

4  See CMS, Notice of Final Payment Error Calculation Methodology for 

Part C Medicare Advantage Risk Adjustment Data Validation Contract-Level Audits (Feb. 24, 2012); UnitedHealthcare Ins. 
Co. v. Azor, 330 F. Supp. 3d 173 (D.D.C. 2018). 

5  See 83 Fed. Reg. 66661 (Dec. 27, 2018). 
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We appreciate CMS's recognition of the need to release data and other information and for an extension, but, 

unfortunately, we are four months beyond the point where we believe that the required data and other 

information should have been produced. The continuing delay has compromised Cigna's ability to 

submit comments on the proposed risk adjustment methodology. Extensive and time-consuming analysis by a 

range of experts will be needed to develop meaningful comments on the data and other information once they 
are released in full. In addition, we are concerned that the planned release of data files will not answer essential 

questions regarding the internal study purportedly supporting the agency's position.' We therefore urge CMS to 

release the required data and other information immediately. The prejudice experienced by stakeholders grows 

each day the required data and other information is not released. 

In addition, we have asked several times to meet with CMS to discuss an approach to the FFS Adjuster issue that 

would address the needs of all stakeholders, including the government, patients, providers, and plans. We 

renew our request, and we hope that the remaining time under the comment period will be used to develop a 

fair, appropriate, and balanced approach to a FFS Adjuster that meets the statutory mandate for actuarial 

equivalent payments. 

In summary, Cigna supports CMS's efforts to improve the MA program by enhancing the accuracy of the risk 

adjustment model, thereby ensuring beneficiaries have access to the benefits and services needed to maintain 

and improve health and quality of life. We believe the proposed new model will lead to more accurate risk-
adjusted payment, but we remain concerned about the increased use of encounter data for risk-adjusted 

payment. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Respectfully, 

6  Letter from William A. Sarraille to Jonathan Smith and Joanne Davis (Feb. 25, 2019), attached. 
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Febniaty 25 2019 

Jonathan Smith 
C elites fot Ptomain Integtitv 
C enters for Medicate & Medicasd Services 

500 Secuntv Boulevard 
Baltsmote. MD 21244 

Joanne Davss 
Medicare Plan Payment Cnoup 
Division of Payment Validation 
C enters for Medicare & Medicasd Services 
-500 Secunty Boulevard 
Baltimore MD 21244 

Re 	Health Plan Management System Memorandum  Relea:e  o(Dora Underbthr the 
RADI" Prolulon:n, NPRAI 451 5-F  1Feb 15 2019) 

Dear Mr. South and Ms Davis• 

I write on behalf of Ctgna-HealthSpting Inc and In tesponse to the HPMS memo teleased 
on February 15 2019 In that lettei the C elites% fot Medicate & Medscaid Services ( -CMS-) 
.tated that additional data would be seleased on Match 1 2019 related to CMS s proposal to 
el:ins:nate the use of a Fee-Fos-Service (-FFS.") Adiustet 

While Inv chent appiectates CMS-  dectsion to teleaw the data files described on its 
website. t  we wish to expiess wvecal concerns First we ale concerned that the chsclowte has been 
delayed to the point that stakeholdets will not be abk to meaningfully seview and analyze the data 
by the deadhne fot submitting comments on the Ploposed Rule We beheve the data files ui 
question should have been seleased on Octobei 26. 2018 along w:th the Executive Summary and 
Technical Appendix documents Because the underlymg data was not teleased foi mote than font 
month., CMS has so limited the amount of time avaslabk to stakeholder, to ptepate and subnut 
continents that it has prejudiced those efforts 

Second we ale concerned that CMS has placed conditions on access to the data that wtll 
pievent meaningful opportunity for pubhc comment on the Proposed Rule CMS has stated that it 
will telea,e the data files only to entitles that have an approved Lunited Data Set ( LDS. ) Data 

brrp, wwv, 	ReDewch-Stiti:t1-Data-And-Si 	 ful-Oi der LuilatedData Set RADV htt.41 

-- • Ai., 	. • • :wars. *emu •••••• p••••••••• mom b•••••• ••••• A•••• 	••• •••011..e. 4116.0.• su 	s5 s..P.1"...o. 
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Use Agieement i DUA ion file with CMS and have paid a S-.000 00 fee to access the data It is 
not apploptiate to charge a fee foz access to matenals which ate necessary to °fie: meaningful 
comment on a pioposed lute Further the fee will cktez participation in the notice and comment 
ptocess by persons ot entities with limited tesouices We thezefote urge CMS to plepate and 
ielea se Public Use File versions of the ielevain data files whesevet posilble and. in all events to 
:eft ain from chatting access fees 

Tlurd. we are concerned that the Match I data ielea»e will :main materially incomplete 
We have sent sevetal letter s identifying the infoimation necessary to evaluate CMS snidy and its 
telationship to the Ptoposed Ruk Based on CMS desciiption the data files to be zeleased on 
Match I will not addzess a numbet of out infoiniation zequests and will still not provide an 
adequate basis fot stakeholder s to plovide meaningful comment 

Fot nr,tance the data file --FLNAL_CID_HC C _DISPOSITION-  will contam findings. ' 
telated to a subset of 2008 FFS Medicate clams selected foi C omptehensive Enos Rate Testing 
( - "CERT-) review However_ C MS appaiently does not intend to telease the medical tecozds that 
were reviewed. even to entities with an approved DIJA Those tecords ate an essential part of 
CMS.  analysis and mw.t be teleased We have pleviously explained how HIPAA penints the 
release  of  this infonuation and how the AcInuni'tiative Plocedute Act tequties it 

As anothet ex.ample the data files do not appeaz to include any additional infonnation 
teem ding the results obtained by CNIS CMS is obligated to disclose the unerint tesults obtained 
at each step of its analysis Thus. CMS must diwlose the estunate--  it cleated as a -proxy.-  foi the 
HCC model uee Tech. App.x 13) CMS hkewise must dtsclose the -50  independent conected 
FFS data files.-  the 50 -te-cahbrat[ions of] the CMS-HC C model the 50  -te-nonnahz[attons of] 
a  new set of nsk scores.-  and the 50 -average[s] of the petcentage difference  111  risk score-  from 
the ontinal score (see  Tech App*x 15-16). 

In addition. CMS still has not ptovided necessary mformat on tegazding its tnethodology 
linportant unansweted methodologIcal questions include 

• Did CMS develop a protocol oz statistical analysis plan prtor to conducting the study 
undet lying the Pi oposed Rule' 

• How did CMS czeate tts 2008 CERT subsee.' Did CMS combine nitiltiple periods of CERT 
data Dtd CMS exclude claims in the CERT data whete pioviders refused to subnut any 
medical records" Did CMS exclude claims in the CERT data where ploviclers submitted 
insufficient documentation' 

1_ Mt.]  flow Wdltain A San Adler to Jonathan Singh and Joann* Davi: (Nov 5. 20181. Latta fiona Wait= A Se-tulle 
to CMS FOUL Office (Nat 9. 20181 (YOU itoquest No 110920187047). Lett.: float Wdliana A Sanadle to 
Jonathan Smith and Joanne Davi: Nov 27  20181. Leto flow William A San aalle to Hugh Cnimoie(Dec 4 2015). 
Lrtte from William A Sanadle to CMS FOIA Offioti (Dec 4 20181 (FOIA Reque-i No 1207201870051 
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• Who teviewed the C ERT medical iecci ds what were theu qualifications and what specific 
coding standatds and gindehnes chd they apply' 

• What statistical test did CMS use to asstgn each HC C to the High. Nozm ot Low 
categones and how did CMS conclude that those thzee categones ate staustically 
appt opiate" 

• What analysis did CMS conduct to determine that it wa', applopnate to exponentially 
teduce the error rates obtained fiom the CERT review by the number of clauns assoctated 
with a particular HCC" 

• What analysis chd CMS conduct to detezmine that it  Wa'. applopz late to assign the avetage 
(mean) number of clauns to all beneficianes tathei than use the actual numbet of claims 
associated with each beneficiarv^ 

• What data did CMS use to cakulate the aver age number of claims fox each HC C' 

• What was the median nutubet of claims for each HCC zn CMS.  calculations What was 
the dish ibution ' 

• How did CMS genet ate the tandom numbers used to deteznune which HCCs to remove tn 
as simulations^ 

• How did CMS normalize the new coefficients generated in its simulations^ Were the new 
coefficient notmalized to 1 0 ustng the conected data from whtch they were genelitted 
ot the FFS data' 

• What analysis did CMS conduct to deteinune that 50 sunulatious wete sufficient to support 
its estimate of cahlmation mot bias" 

We note that CMS has indicated that it will be ieleasing certain documentation'.  related 
to the data files on Match 1. 2019 We Inge CMS to ensute that the documentation contains 
specific aud comprehenswe answeis to each of the above questions and all othet requests 
submitted pieviouslv by us. out client and othets 

Ftnally we are concezned that C MS continues to withhold information and documents that 
should be pait of the adnunistiative lecord :elated to the FFS Adjustet Fot mstance. footnote S 
on page 4 of the Executive Sununaiv t efei ences an eatliet study that supponed the use of a FFS 
Adjustei between 4 S0 0 and S 1 0 . All matenals telated to the study should unmediatelv be made 
available to the public 
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Thank you foi vow consideration 

Stncerely_ 

NOLVA 

lham A SaitaiIle 

cc 	Seema Venna Administratoi of the Centex; fox Medical e & Medicaid Services 
Janice Hoffman. Associate Genefal C ounsel 
Jennifei Shapuo Actme Duectox Nledicate Plan Payment Cnoup 
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